“In between”
“As a Syrian refugee with status I live in an integration housing project in Amsterdam where students and
refugees live together. This is a ´special´ building where the aim is the integration of young people. About 80
status holder refugees and 80 Dutch students / career starters live together for about a year now. Everybody has
his or her own small private apartment; one refugee next to a Dutch neighbor. There are also community spaces
in the building like the washing room, community room, kitchen, managers´ office etc. From time to time so
called building managers are elected among the residents whose task is foster the integration, help other
residents to solve house-related practical issues as well as they mediate in situations between neighbors. I live
in this building and work also as a social manager here. One of my responsibilities is fostering social cohesion. I
mediate in between neighbors who have complaints over each other, but the most critical situations that I face
is when I have to solve a problem between a Dutch and a Syrian. Because the Dutch people ar expecting me to
act professionally and the Syrians are expecting me to take their side and defend them even if they are wrong.
This time two Dutch female neighbors were complaining about loud music. The loud music came from the room
of a Syrian male neighbor. They negotiated about the music during weekdays and had an agreement. But in the
weekend the music was loud again. The Dutch girls were knocking on the door of the Syrian guy saying that they
had to work next day in the weekend asking him to turn down the music. The guy didn´t believe them saying
´please, who works at the weekend?´ I had to mediate in between them and helped them to find a solution.
Amsterdam, July 2019
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them is their gender, sexual orientation, country of
origin, their social status; narrator is a refugee while
the girls are Dutch residents.
What brings the narrator together with the ´Syrian
guy´ is their age, their male status, the fact that
they’re both Syrian refugees and that they live in the
same place. Their differences take place in their
family status (the narrator is married while the other
person is single), their educations (academic vs
middle), their social classes (middle vs low) and their
job status (student/employed vs unemployed).
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their story/complaints. After listening to them the narrator called the
Syrian guy and then went to his room to talk about the same issue with
him.
The office of the narrator is located on the ground floor. It is meant to
arrange official appointments. The house of the Syrian man is one of
the small private apartments where residents live.

LARGER SOCIAL CONTEXT
In the building there is a relatively big group of Syrian refugee men.
The narrator is one of them but with a higher status being a social
manager. There is a huge imbalance in between the residents in the
integration housing project: the Dutch students live there from free
will the refugees have been told to live there. When the project has
started they got a huge media publicity, became a subject of a
public debate, ´what would happen with the neighborhood if
´they´ come to live here´. They were used from both sides in this
debate. Everybody used images, photos, films to illustrate that they
won´t or would do to the community. It is difficult to switch from
this objectified position to co-construction. The narrator as social
manager takes an active role in the co-construction of the housing
project and at the same time suffers from this objectified position of
the refugee status.

OTHER PEOPLE PRESENT
The narrator met the girls in his office because assuming
that Dutch people prefer to handle this kind of situations in
an official way. It was different with the Syrian guy assuming
as both Syrians they could speak easier at his house. He
wanted to get closer and not to be seen as a manager.
No one else is present when he meets the girls and the guy.
The hallway managers knew that the narrator mediates the
conflict between the neighbors. This could mean a sort
social control / feeling of extra responsibility for the
narrator.

PREVIOUS RELATIONSHIP, ANTECEDENTS
The girls did complain before.
After they could not solve the problem directly with their
Syrian neighbor the girls complained first officially via
Whatsapp to the hallway-managers. The hallway managers
forwarded their complaint to the narrator who is their
manager. After this all the narrator made with them an
appointment and they went to his office in office hours.
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“Dutch people should solve their own problems,
they are home in the Netherlands.” - Two Dutch
girls are complaining about noise coming from a
Syrian man’s room.

Value of neutrality: The narrator thinks that
being objective and neutral is his value; do
not take any side.

Individualism:
He
believes
individualism above collectivism and
group pressure. ´I would belong to
myself´. He believes in unchained
freedom, freedom of choice.

Code shifting: Narrator adjusts what he shows
of his identity according to the cultural
environment. When he hides part of his identity
(sexual identity) to maintain the relations with
the Syrian men, he surrenders the need for
continuity to the need of belonging. This means
that he does not wish to break from his culture of
origin. At the same time with members of the
host society he communicates according to their
rules. Such a flexibility is referred to as “code
shifting”, and when it concerns elements of our
identity, it is “identity negotiation”.

´In between´: The narrator is in the middle of his own integration / migration process in
which the position of ´not belonging too strong to anywhere´ seems to explain why the
value of neutrality is so important for him: keeping his independence. The Netherlands is
not his first host country; he is searching for a country which best fits to his personal value
system. He is in the middle of an individual identity process where he is collecting all the
values from his original and host cultures he wants to identify with and sorts out all those
he doesn´t like / need anymore. His words ´ I would belong to myself.’ conveys a sort of
freedom to choose values for yourself. It seems that the narrator´s identity is more
compatible with the Dutch culture than the Syrian means that he has more “cultural fit”
with his new cultural environment than the original. Even so, it is interesting to note that
cutting threads with members of the culture of origin is not an option, these relationships
are still meaningful and important. Migrants sometimes need to decide between the
ontological (continuity, what is meaningful) and the pragmatic (relational: who we are
with) function of identity. What is interesting, is that in this case, quite unusually narrator’s
identity has more balance between the pragmatic and ontological function in the Dutch
context, than in the Syrian, where he has to make a choice, and surrenders ontological to
pragmatic. It is usually the opposite: it is the new cultural context that forces people out of
their “equilibrium”.

Dutch people should solve their own problems they are home
in the Netherlands´: Even though he seems to fit more to the
Dutch context he is struggling with the values system of his
chosen country: ´how my values look like in reality? He says, he
believes in real democracy, he has a strong imagination about
basic values in a democracy as freedom, professionality,
acknowledgment, etc. But, as many other refugees he faces the
multiple frustration of his refugee status. He says: ´Most of the
refugees are arriving with high expectations about the host
society. They expect more effectiveness, more understanding
and more professionality. In the hosting country they are treated
as people from the ´third world´ but what they get is not in
correspondence with the image of the ´first world´. They also
realize that the land of freedom is not free at all for them. ´They´
as refugees do not have the right to choose, to let their voice
heard.´

FRAME OF REFERENCES OF THE PERSON AT THE ORIGIN OF THE INCIDENT “DUTCH GIRLS”

“Dutch people should solve their own problems, they
are home in the Netherlands.” - Two Dutch girls are
complaining about noise coming from a Syrian
man’s room.

Professional roles/responsibility for solving
conflicts: The social manager should solve the
problems of the neighbors, this is his task. He is
responsible
for
the
needs
of
people/community.

“You need to adjust and respect community rules if you
want to belong to the community”: Being an active part of
a community is a value for the girls. If you are a member of a
community you have to play an active role. You have to take
the effort. The Syrian guy should take an effort to integrate
by – for example – keeping the rules of the community.
´Teach him the rules!´ Collective norms/values go above
the individual needs, behaviors, norms, values. He has to
adjust. He has to take the effort. He has to understand. For
the narrator it might be also a sensitive topic as someone
who really takes the effort to be an active member of the
community. His main point in the incident how difficult and
tiring is to mediate in between the two cultures- ´taking the
effort to integrate´. On the other hand it might be a
conflicting value for the narrator who personally believes
that individual rights/needs should enjoy priority above the
rules of the community. In this case he has to represent the
rules of the community (against someone´s personal
preferences).

Dutch people are at home in their country: There is a
tension in the integration process how attention is
distributed to the target groups. In the integration
housing project it is also visible that sometimes refugees
get
more
attention
(in
the
form
of
subsidies/support/special treatment etc). But this effort
to help their integration can cause a sort of frustration
for the Dutch students´: ´the refugees are the ´spoiled
child´, but we also have needs!´

Hierarchy in between cultures: The ´poor refugee guy´
doesn´t understand our language/norms/values. It is a
relevant hypothesis in the conflict between the Syrian guy
and girls Nevertheless, for the narrator it also rings the bell
of sensitivity as someone coming from the same culture
which might be looked down by the girls. Especially when
he is in the position to solve girl´s problem (he can take it
as implicit expectation – you have to understand and
represent our language/norms/values otherwise you
remain nothing but a poor refugee guy).

Communication through burocracy: The Dutch girls prefer the official ways of
communications to solve a neighbor problem. In the Dutch society there are a
lot of institutional solutions exist for such a problem, like concierges, social
managers. If you cannot solve a problem there is must be a social position, a
person who would be in charge to manage the situation. Those channels
provides a sort of social transparency as a sign of legitimacy and social support.
It reflects a bit of that representation of ´Dutch people´ according to which they
prefer to choose official ways to resolve even minor conflicts in order to avoid
face-to face interpersonal conflicts.

Gender equality: We don´t need a man
to mediate, we can solve our problem
directly. After the first try didn´t work they
turned to the manager.

Value of work (role of
weekend): ´We work
tomorrow so please turn
down the music ´ - even in
the weekend, work goes
over leisure time. Or
maybe they are in bad
financial situation and
need to work?

FRAMES OF REFERENCES OF THE PERSON AT THE ORIGIN OF THE INCIDENT “SYRIAN GUY”

“Dutch people should solve their own problems, they
are home in the Netherlands.” - Two Dutch girls are
complaining about noise coming from a Syrian
man’s room.

Value
of
free
time
(Role
of
weekend/Different rules in the weekend): In
the weekend the party time is allowed.

Communication directly: If it is something
very disturbing people directly connect to
solve the problem. If it doesn´t work out you
don´t go to someone solving your problem.

Respect your neighbors: In Syria neighbors respect each other or expect some
understanding (noise for example).

Belonging to the same ethnic
culture: speaking the same
language, having values in
common makes us easier to find a
solution for a problem.

Hospitality: Hospitality is a special value in
Syria. If you invite someone to your house that
means a lot: we are giving to our guests´ value,
because the house is a secret box, as a guest
you have the privilege to see some of my/our
secrets. If you talk to someone at his house
that is a sign of a closer social distance. The
fact that the Syrian guy lets the narrator in his
house is the sign of trust and that he was open
to handle the conflict with him.

Men have higher value than women –
gender inequality: Women´s complain
deserve not much attention but ´we, men
can find a solution together. That can be a
hypothesis behind why the Syrian guy was
more open for the solution discussing the
problem with another guy and not with the
women directly. It might be also the case
that the Syrian guy disregarded the
complaint of the girls as irrelevant.

Private space: I am the boss in my own
house.
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